Snow covered mountains, cliffs of ice and a wealth of polar wildlife make Antarctica endlessly enthralling. Now is the time to plan your Antarctica trip with the upcoming launch of these new expeditions, ships and private jet journeys.
Join The Explorer Academy by White Desert

White Desert made quite an impression when it first began flying travelers out to Antarctica by Gulfstream jet, setting up the luxury, and carbon-neutral, Whichaway Camp. Earlier this year, the Antarctica specialist announced the launch of a new White Desert trip for the 2019/20 season. The Explorer Academy is a four-day journey led by world record-breaking adventurer, Ben Saunders, who has covered more than 7,000 km of Antarctic terrain over the past two decades. After flying in from Cape Town, guests will settle into Whichaway Camp before embarking on a series of activities designed to introduce you to the skills of a polar explorer, from a rope walk over a 200ft cliff to exploring the atmospheric ice caves.